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A Quick Analysis of the Governor’s Proposed FY 09 Revisions 
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Connecticut’s state budget has some very serious structural problems, including significant structural deficits 
projected by the General Assembly’s Office of Fiscal Analysis (OFA) in Fiscal Year (FY) 2010  ($551.2 million 
deficit) and beyond, $54.2 billion in bonded debt and unfunded health, pension, and other post-retirement benefits, 
and a Budget Reserve Fund that is not adequate to weather a deep recession without significant cuts in state 
spending, tax increases or both.  See Fiscal Challenges to Address in a Revised FY 09 Budget (available at 
www.ctkidslink.org) 
 
Despite these significant challenges and an acknowledged understanding of the fragility of the state’s current 
economic situation, the Governor proposes four new tax cuts that would reduce state revenues by an estimated 
$58.3 million in FY 09 and $38.2 million in FY 10: a) a 12-month sales tax exemption for Energy Star Appliances 
(estimated revenue loss of $23.0 million in FY 09; b) total elimination of the Business Entity Tax (estimated revenue 
loss of $35.0 million in each of FY 09 and FY 10); c) a new Green Building Corporation Tax credit (estimated 
revenue loss of $2 million in FY 10); and d) exempting “working farmland” from the estate tax (estimated revenue 
loss of $0.3 million in FY 09 and $1.2 million in FY 10).   
 
The Governor also proposed a revised version of the property tax cap that was initially proposed in the 2007 
General Assembly Session, and also proposes to allow municipalities to provide property tax credits of up to $750 
to volunteers aged 65 and older to “encourage even more seniors to volunteer in their communities.”1   
 
This quick analysis provides a bit of context for these proposals. 
 
1. Elimination of the Business Entity Tax.1  Elimination of the business entity tax is described as important 
to help small business, which is a key generator of new jobs in Connecticut.  Governor Rell explains that she 
proposes to “cultivate economic growth in Connecticut by no longer requiring that upstart businesses pay the tax as 
she is counting on them to lead the economy in the future.” (emphasis added).  Some key facts about the Business 
Entity Tax are relevant to this proposal: 
 

• Not all business entities paying Connecticut’s Business entity tax are small businesses.  In fact, in 
2003, 18 of Connecticut’s 100 largest companies (based on sales) paid this $250/year tax, rather than the 
corporation business tax.  For example, Perdue Pharma LP, a privately-held pharmaceutical firm in 
Stamford, ranked by Connecticut Magazine as the 35th largest company in Connecticut based on sales of 
$1.4 billion, would pay the $250 dollar business entity tax as a Limited Partnership for the privilege of doing 
business in Connecticut and benefiting from our trained workforce, infrastructure, and other features that 
enable it to profit.  

 

                                                 
1 For a more complete critique of a proposal to eliminate completely the Business Entity Tax, see S. Geballe, The Case for Reforming, Not 
Eliminating, Connecticut’s Business Entity Tax (February 2008), available at: www.ctkidslink.org.  
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• The $250 Business Entity Tax is now imposed on S corporations, which are now exempt from the 
corporation business tax.   S corporations used pay the corporation business tax, but now need pay only 
the $250 business entity tax. This $250 tax – equal to just over $20/month – is equal to the minimum 
corporation business tax.  However, unlike the corporation business tax, a single $250 tax is imposed, rather 
than being based on the firm’s net income or capital base.  

 
• Connecticut’s Business Entity Tax is less burdensome than our neighboring states.  For example, 

New York and New Jersey imposed a tax on each member or partner in the business entity.  New Jersey and 
New Hampshire also impose a tax based on the net income of the entity.  Rhode Island, like Connecticut, 
imposes a single and uniform entity tax, but it is twice ours – at $500 per entity.  

 
• To reduce the significant loss of revenues in FY 09 and FY 10 and truly target relief to small 

business, it would be fairer to create a graduated Business Entity Tax rate, rather than a total 
exemption.  For example, small companies (e.g., with gross receipts below $100,000/year) could pay a 
smaller tax (or no tax) while large, very profitable companies could pay more than $250 year as their share of 
public investment in the services and labor force they need to succeed. 

 
2. New Green Building Corporation Tax Credit.  The Governor proposes a tax credit, beginning January 1, 
2009, for businesses that make investments in “building systems that reduce greenhouse gas emissions.”  Such 
businesses would be eligible to receive a “corporation tax credit in the amount of 25% of the cost of the 
investment, up to $50,000 per business per year.” (emphasis added).  Although the revenue loss is estimated to be 
$2.0 million annually beginning in FY 10, experience with other tax credits that are not capped in the total credits 
claimed suggests that the revenue loss may be far in excess of this.   
 
Some background on business tax credits may help provide context:2 
 

The number of credits and firms claiming credits has increased rapidly.  Because financial incentives 
through the tax code do not pose the same spending cap challenges as appropriated spending, the number 
of credits against the corporation business tax has markedly increased since the spending cap was adopted: 
from nine credits in FY87 (with 289 corporate tax returns claiming a total of $2.7 million in credits) to 
twenty-three credits in FY03 (with 7,266 corporate tax returns claiming a total of $93.1 million in credits).   

 
The revenue loss from tax credits has been increasing rapidly. In FY 09, Connecticut is projecting a 
$305.6 million revenue loss from corporate tax credits.  This is 113 times greater than the revenue loss from 
such credits twenty years ago, and nearly 6 times greater than the FY 08 budget of the Department of 
Economic and Community Development (including bond and carry-forward funds).  It also is equal to 63% 
of the total corporation tax revenues projected for FY 09 (net of tax credits). 

 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
2 See S. Geballe, Business Tax Credits: The Blank Check in Connecticut’s Economic Development Portfolio?  (February 2008), available at: 
www.ctkidslink.org 
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• Just a third of Connecticut’s business tax credits put a ceiling on the total amount of credits that can 

be claimed in a given year.  As a result, the state’s total revenue loss through tax credits is open-ended. 
All firms entitled to the credit can claim it, regardless of the cumulative fiscal impact on the state.  This means 
that nothing prevents the state’s revenue loss from growing far beyond what first had been projected.  These 
credits become, in essence, a blank check that steadily reduces state revenues.  For example, OFA originally 
estimated a $28.5 total FY 09 revenue loss from the “film industry” tax credit (as created and amended by PA 
06-186, PA 07-236 and PA 07-4). Yet, by November 2007, OFA projected a $90.5 million FY 09 revenue loss 
from this single “film” credit, more than three times OFA’s original projections.  The total revenue loss from the three 
new “film” tax credits is now estimated to be $116 million in FY 09.  

 
• No comprehensive economic development plan seems to guide the adoption of new tax credits.   

OFA estimates a $338.3 million revenue loss in FY 09 on account of 37 different credits against the 
corporate business, public service company and insurance premiums taxes.  As the following table suggests, 
no comprehensive economic development plan has guided the choice of activities that these tax credits seek 
to encourage.   
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Tax Credits To Be Claimed In FY 09 
(for Projected Revenue Loss Of $338.3 
Million) 
 

 
 
 

Projected 
% of 
total 

value of 
credits to 

be 
claimed 

Film (Industry, Infrastructure, Digital Animation) 34.4% 
Fixed capital 17.7% 
Historic rehabilitation (homes, mixed use) 15.2% 
Electronic data processing 11.8% 
Job creation 3.5% 
Research and experimentation 3.0% 
Sale of tax credits 2.2% 
Housing program contribution 1.9% 
Displaced worker 1.8% 
Insurance reinvestment 1.6% 
Research and development 1.5% 
Machinery and equipment 0.7% 
Human capital 0.7% 
Neighborhood assistance 0.7% 
Remaining 20 credits (total) 3.3% 
Source:  Office of Fiscal Analysis, FY 08-FY 12 General Fund 
and Transportation Fund Budget Projections and Fiscal Information 
(November 15, 2007), pp. 27-29. 

 
• Currently, there is no process for the on-going review of existing tax credits and repeal of those with 

inadequate economic return.  A common concern about tax credits is that they “subsidize activity not 
originally targeted and…provide more incentive than needed to induce the desired response.”3  As energy costs 
continue to rise, query if a tax credit is really needed to encourage businesses to become more energy-efficient.   

 
• Tax credits reduce the transparency and accountability of the state’s economic development efforts. 

Unlike economic development assistance awarded through DECD, which creates a paper trail regarding the 
economic benefits awarded to a corporation, the corporation benefiting, the expected benefits to the state from 
the award and the like, there is no comparable oversight for tax credits.  Indeed, the General Assembly and the 
public are not informed about which corporations are claiming what credits in what amounts.   If a financial 
benefit of up to $50,000/year is to be given to companies, is it not relevant which companies these are so we 
can target benefit to those smaller companies who could benefit most from an incentive? 

 
• Currently, there is no inquiry into the opportunity cost of our current credits.  If the current $338.3 

million in FY 09 business tax credits were invested into different industries or projects, could Connecticut get 
even greater economic return?  If the credits were repealed and the revenues now collected invested in other 
forms of economic development, might there be greater return on our investment?  Could the $2 million in 
revenues that the Governor’s proposed credit would lose in FY 09 – if invested in another way – resulted in a 
greater reduction in greenhouse gas emission?  

 
3. Exempting “Working Farms” from the Estate Tax.  Preservation of farmland is clearly an important 
state priority.  The Governor proposes to “ensure that this valuable asset remains farmland for future generations” 

                                                 
3 Saas, Hollywood East? Film Tax Credits in New England (New England Public Policy Center at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, October 
2006), p. 4. 
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by ensuring that “state tax laws are not driving current farmers to sell their land for development.”  Specifically, she 
proposes to exempt working farmland from the estate tax “so farmers to not have to sell their farms simply to pay 
the Connecticut” estate tax.  The annualized revenue loss from this change is estimated to be $1.2 million.   
 
A few facts about Connecticut’s estate tax are relevant to consideration of this proposal: 
 

• Connecticut’s “estate” tax currently exempts $2 million of the value of an estate from the tax.   For 
this reason, the proposed exemption for “working farms” would only benefit the largest farms.  History 
shows that a very small proportion of Connecticut estates are subject to the estate tax.  In 2003, for 
example, the number of taxable estates in Connecticut was only 2.2% of the total number of deaths (649 
taxable estates and 29,607 deaths).   

 
• There is little evidence that the estate tax has posed a significant problem for farmers.  According to 

the Congressional Budget Office,4 only 1,659 farmers nationwide owed any federal estate tax in 2000 when 
the federal estate tax exemption was $1.35 million/couple. Further, 92% of these estates had liquid assets 
that exceeded their estate tax bills, and so did not need to sell farmland to pay the estate tax.    

 
• An unlimited estate tax exemption for farmland could easily be abused by wealthy individuals 

whose primary occupation is not farming.  Although the Governor’s proposed exemption would apply 
only to “working” farms, there is no requirement that the property owner of that “working farm” be the 
farmer.  The land could be leased, for example, to one who is “working” the farm. 

 
• If farmland preservation is a goal, the reform should be more precisely targeted.  Connecticut law, 

like federal law, could be amended to provide special protections for Connecticut farmers, such as:  
 

o Special use valuations (basing the value of the farmland based on current use – farming –rather 
than most profitable use). 

o Allowing the tax to be paid over fifteen years (federal law allows the tax to be deferred, paying 
only interest, for five years and then paid in ten annual installments).  This would provide a buffer 
for farmers with large estates and few liquid assets.  

o Reductions for conservation easements.  If protection of open space and farmland is a goal, 
adopting the federal law provision that allows farmers to deduct up to 40% of the value of the land 
subject to a qualified conservation easement would do more to prevent development over the long 
term that the proposed exemption. 

o An increased exemption if “working farmland” is a very significant part of the estate.  The 
CBO analysis found that if there were a $4 million per couple exemption in the federal estate tax, 
only 123 farms nationwide would have been subject to the federal estate tax.  Requiring that the 
farmland be a significant portion of the estate would assure that the exemption is not extended to 
those estates in which farmland is a small share of the total estate.  IRS data indicate that, on 
average, farm and business assets are just 10-20% of federal taxable estates.5 

 
• Taxes on the transfers of accumulated wealth have been a part of Connecticut’s tax code since at 

least the early 1900s, and should be maintained.  They enhance the equity of our state and local tax 
system.  State succession taxes were adopted at a time of great inequality in wealth and income in our state 
and nation, seeking to promote greater equality of opportunity in our democracy by asking those who 

                                                 
4 Congressional Budget Office, Effects of the Federal Estate Tax on Farms and Small Businesses (July 2005), available at 
http://cbo.gov/ftpdocs/65xx/doc6512/07-06-EstateTax.pdf. 
5 J. Gravelle & S. Maguire, Estate Taxes and Family Businesses: Economic Issues, Congressional Research Service (September 8, 2005).  For a 
more comprehensive discussion of the topic of estate taxes and farmland, see A. Aron-Dine, An Unlimited Estate Tax Exemption for 
Farmland: Unnecessary, Open to Abuse, and Likely to Hurt, Rather than Help, Family Farmers (Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, October 1, 
2007), available at www.cbpp.org/10-1-07tax.htm. 
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benefited most from public investment to “give back” some portion of their accumulated wealth to the 
common wealth at their deaths.   

 
Inequality in family income and assets in Connecticut is again nearly as extreme as it was in the early 1900s.  
Revenues gained from the gift/estate taxes support public education, health insurance for the uninsured, 
and other public investments that help assure equality of opportunity for all state residents. 

 
Think of our state’s estate tax as an “opportunity recycling program.”  It recycles society’s investment in wealthy 
individuals to create opportunities for the next generation.  When someone has accumulated $10 million or $50 
million or $50 billion…they have benefited disproportionately from society’s investments in education, public 
infrastructure, scientific research and other forms of society’s common wealth….If we abolish the state’s inheritance tax 
we stop the opportunity recycling program.  We allow the common wealth to stop flowing and concentrate it in the 
hands of the few. And worse, we slow the investments in opportunity that aim to provide every young person a chance. 

 
Bill Gates, Sr.  

“It’s a small levy, so help recycle investment in the wealthy” 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, October 15, 2006 

 
 
4. Exempting Energy Star Appliances from the Sales Tax   
 
The Governor proposes a 12-month sales tax exemption for Energy Star appliances, effective July 1, 2008 through 
June 30, 2009.  The change is “expected to save consumers $23 million.”  Some context here also is important: 
 

• It is not evident that these changes are necessary or well-targeted.  With increasing energy prices in 
Connecticut, there is every reason to believe that consumers will increase their conservation behaviors 
simply to reduce their energy costs, even without these tax cuts.  The tax breaks are not well-targeted; 
substantial revenues are lost providing tax benefits to those who may have acted in the same way with or 
without the benefit.  Indeed, the tax breaks are provided on the same basis to families with wealth as 
families of lower income, although the latter would be more price-sensitive.  

 
• The exemption, though currently “temporary,” would continue the erosion of our sales/use tax 

base, which is substantially reducing revenues from this tax. Currently there are one hundred and 
sixteen (116) exemptions to Connecticut’s sales tax, two-thirds of which have been enacted since 1980 (and 
most since 1990).   

 
In FY 09, OFA projects that an estimated $2.57 billion in sales and use tax revenues will not be collected 
because of exemptions.  This compares to the $3.68 billion that the Governor estimates will be collected 
from this tax in FY 09.  That is, for every dollar of sales tax collected, Connecticut does not collect about seventy cents on 
account of exemptions to the tax.  Put another way, if all exemptions were repealed (and the current tax rate 
maintained), revenues from the sales and use tax would be close to $6.5 billion.   
 
Were some or all of the exemptions repealed, it would be possible to substantially reduce the sales tax rate, 
making many products and services more affordable, not just those that happen to benefit from a sales tax 
exemption.   
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5. The Property Tax Cap 
 
As part of a quite comprehensive property tax reform package,6 the Governor again proposes a cap on local 
property taxes.  The cap now proposed reflects some important changes from the cap proposed last year that would 
easily have been one of the most restrictive in the nation.7   Key differences include: 
 

• Cap limit.  Last year the Governor proposed an immediate 3% cap on growth in a town’s property taxes, 
subject to certain exceptions.  This year the Governor proposes to phase in the cap, starting at 4% in FY 09, 
declining to 3.5% in FY 10, and reaching 3% in FY 11 and the years thereafter.  As in last year’s proposal, 
the levy “base” for the cap calculation after FY 09 is the amount of revenues that the town could have levied 
in the prior year, rather than the amount it actually did levy.  This helps avoid the “ratcheting” down effect 
that Connecticut has experienced with our state spending cap, when cuts in the budget base in times of 
deficit are very difficult to ever restore in subsequent years when the economy recovers.   

 
• Exemptions. “Understanding that there are fiscal pressures on municipalities that are outside local leaders’ 

control and cannot be absorbed in a single year,” the Governor proposes a broader range of exemptions to 
the property tax cap than in her 2007 proposal. 8   They include:  

 
o An automatic exemption for regional school district increases above the cap limit, plus any new ECS 

aid over the prior year;  
 

o With approval of the local legislative body, an exemption for: a) increases in employee health insurance 
costs over 8% over the prior year for the same or similar benefits; b) increases in utility costs over 
8% over costs in the prior year; c) increases of more than 8% needed to fund actuarially-
recommended contributions to pension and other post retirement benefits; d) the amount by which 
“certain” state formula aid decreased over the prior year; e) debt service increases for capital projects 
over FY 09; f) expenses related to an emergency (which would not be built into the levy base); and f) 
one-time costs associated with “regional service initiatives” (which would not be built into the levy 
base); 

 
o “General” overrides, which would require a 2/3rds approval of the local legislative body, with voters 

able to reverse any legislative action to override that limit. 
 

• Opt-outs.  The Governor acknowledges that a “common approach may not accommodate the diversity of 
municipalities in our State,” so allows municipalities to “opt out of the cap for two-year periods.”   For an 
opt-out to be effective, it requires a 2/3rd vote of the municipality’s legislative body no later than the last day 

                                                 
6 The “reform” package also includes (but is not limited to): a) a statutory prohibition on new “costly” unfunded state mandates on cities 
and towns unless the mandates are enacted by a 2/3 vote of the General Assembly; b) an increase in the threshold for the prevailing wage 
requirements; c) an amendment of the Teachers’ Negotiation Act; d) modifications to and additional funding for the Regional Performance 
Incentive Program that seeks to promote regional cooperation initiatives (with an additional $5 million); e) establishing a Municipal 
Operational Efficiency Study grant to support towns interested in doing operational efficiency studies (with $500,000 appropriated for FY 
09, just shy of $3,000/town if every town sought funds); f) upon request of the OPM Secretary, audits by the Auditors of Public Accounts 
of the budgets of municipalities that receive more than 35% of their budgets from the state; g) new funds to help towns adopt five-year 
health cost containment plans, “to be developed in consultation with their employee collective bargaining units;” h) “targeted” changes to 
the binding arbitration statutes that would require “arbitrators to give an irrebuttable presumption that a municipality or district can not 
exceed the tax cap, notwithstanding the municipality’s ability to seek approval for certain exceptions to the limit” and also “that a budget 
reserve of 10% or less is not available to pay for any award.”  Not included in the Governor’s proposal was any further enhancement in 
state aid to cities and towns.  
7 For a critique of the Governor’s 2007 property tax cap proposal, see The Governor’s Proposed Property Tax Cap: The Wrong “Cure” for 
Connecticut’s Relatively High Property Taxes (CT Voices for Children, May 2007), available at www.ctkidslink.org. 
8 Last year’s proposed cap would have allowed growth over 3% if: a) the grand list grew more than 1.5% in a year (not through re-
valuation) in which case growth could be 3% plus the growth in the grand list over 1.5%; b) needed to pay debt service: c) upon an 
override vote of the town legislative body and electors; and d) in the case of an emergency upon a  supermajority vote of the town’s 
legislative body and approval by the OPM Secretary.   
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of September in every even-numbered year (starting with September 30, 2008), subject to approval by town 
voters in that November’s election. 

 
Although some of the Governor’s proposals to encourage regional cooperation and more efficient use of town 
funds are meritorious, and although the proposed new cap is far more flexible than the cap proposed by the 
Governor last year, there remain problems with the cap as currently proposed.  They include: 
 
• The proposal fails to address the single biggest factor contributing to high property taxes – insufficient state aid to cities and towns.  

The Governor’s proposed FY 09 budget revisions include no significant new infusion of aid to towns, although 
the Governor concedes, “that property tax relief cannot happen without a commitment from the state” to 
substantial municipal aid.    
 
Recent history in Connecticut shows, in fact, that when the state is a good partner in helping towns, property 
tax growth remains below 3% each year, without a cap. As the Governor noted last year, “During the five year 
period from FY 1994-95 to FY 1999-00, state aid increased by an average of 4.65% per year, while property 
taxes increased by an average of 2.87% per year.  Conversely, during the five year period ending FY 2004-05, 
state aid increased by an average of less than 1% per year, while property taxes increased by almost 6% per 
year…Additional state aid is a critical first step in providing property tax relief.”9   
 
The chart below, taken from the Governor’s PowerPoint budget presentation in 2007 on the cap, illustrates the 
point. It was only after state aid increases fell to less than 1% per year, on average, that property taxes began to 
increase faster than 3%.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
9 Governor Rell, Investing in Our Future: Targeting Educational Excellence and Property Tax Relief in Connecticut (PowerPoint Presentation, March 
27, 2007), p.17. 
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• The cap is not conditional on state aid staying at a given level, nor in state exemptions of local property  taxes and payments in lieu 
of taxes (PILOT) payments remaining constant.   The Governor’s new proposal includes an exemption from the 3% 
cap – assuming local legislative approval – by the “amount by which certain State formula aid decreased over 
the prior year.”  While better than no exemption at all, this exemption still requires local legislative approval 
(harder to achieve in poor communities, as discussed below).  It also does not provide an escape valve if 
additional property is taken off the property tax rolls by state law and if PILOT payments for exempt property 
are cut.   

 
• Proposed exemptions for high growth in health care, utility and pension costs would still leave towns in a quandary.  The 

Governor’s proposal appears to allow the cap to be exceeded for health care, utility, and pension cost increases 
of than 8% over the prior year.  It is not clear from the Budget Summary if the cap can be exceeded for all such 
costs, for just for those costs that exceed 8% per year.  If the latter, towns with 8% growth in health care, utility 
and/or pension costs would be required to absorb the 5% difference between the 3% cap and the 8% growth 
within the funding allowed by the cap, crowding out other spending.   

 
• The cap’s exemptions (by vote of the local legislative body), general overrides, and opt-out provisions, while creating a more flexible 

cap than the cap the Governor proposed in 2007, will likely result in growing inequities across our cities and towns.  
Connecticut’s 169 cities and towns vary greatly, including in the composition and value of their grand lists (and 
the proportion of property exempt from tax), in factors known to contribute to the need and demand for town 
services (e.g., age composition of the population, number of miles of roads, population density, age of 
infrastructure, rate of population growth), and in the extent of the towns’ unfunded liabilities (health, pension).  
Given these differences, the impacts of a 3% cap on property tax growth will be experienced in 169 different 
ways that cannot be easily predicted.   

 
However, research that has been done on the impact of spending caps in other states shows that override votes 
are more common in wealthy communities.  Further,  when override votes occur, they also are more likely to be 
successful in wealthy communities.  If Connecticut’s wealthier towns vote to over-ride, or opt-out, of the cap, 
the disparities in educational and other pubic resources will further expand.  Wealthier communities will see a 
further increase in their property values as their town services and schools excel relative to other towns, while 
Connecticut’s poorer towns and cities will continue to lose ground.  

 
Conclusion 
 
Measured by the very significant fiscal challenges that Connecticut faces that must be addressed before the Baby 
Boomers begin to age out of the workforce, the Governor’s proposed FY 09 revenue revisions fall far short of the 
mark.   
 

 
                                                 
 


